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INTRODUCTIOM

With the passing of time the more accessible and

therefore the more economical timber from a transportation

standpoint has been removed from our forests, and has left

only that in the more remote regions where the heretofore

acceptable methods of major transportation have been im

practicable. To build a rail outlet to much of this timber

would result in such high construction costs that it would

not be profitable to log these areas. To meet these condi

tions the logger began to seek some other method of remov

ing timber from these isolated areas where old methods of

transportation were economically out of the question. The

truck and trailer seems to be the answer.

The most momentous change in recent years in the trans

portation of logs and lumber is the perfection and wide use

of the motor truck and trailer. This use is steadily

growing, and more and more the truck and trailer are coming

to form the backbone of the large operations as well as the

smaller producers. The truck unit is just as low cost a pro

ducer for the large operation as the small one. Likewise its

dependability as a log producing unit has been proved under

all sorts of conditions: rain, mud, snow, dust, heat. The

truck and trailer unit, when operated with the same care ex

ercised in the operation of other types of equipment, re

sponds with a steady flow of logs.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

To make an accurate study of trucking costs a very re

presentative cross section of the various operations work

ing under various conditions is the ideal,Under present con

ditions this is difficult to obtain due in the main to the

lack of knowledge of operating costs, accounting methods,

and the failure to recognize the 'need of cost keeping on the

part of truck owners. Undoubtedly many of the costs can

be reduced by a study of the various aspects of truck

logging and the application of better management to the

operation of trucks. By this no criticism is offered of pre

sent or past management. The fact is simply this: ^he truck

is just beginning to come into its own in log hauling and

much has to be worked out in the way of improved roads, bet

ter tires, better loading methods and truck upkeep in order

to bring costs to a level to which they will naturally drop.

The truck and trailer is a low cost log getter today; it

can be made a lower cost log hauling unit. -i-'he tendency now

seems to be away from the old"rule of the thumb" attitude
4?

and toward a scientific approach -©f the problems in truck

logging. We find an increasing number of operators who are

analyzing their truck logging picture not from the stand

point of one year's operation, or the logging out of one par

ticular small unit here or there, but rather from the stand

point of operating the entire tract for years to come, lay

ing out roads and purchasing equipment which will yield the

lowest cost over the entire period of years, calling in the

main for a lare.er canital investment down the line. .'.:e find
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also a definite trend in the line of a high degree of spe

cialization, particularly in the matter of equipment to ad

apt it as perfectly as possible to the logging show at hand.

Just as in the past railroad loggers found that the lower

costs in the long run were obtained by heavier investment in

roadbeds, heavier steel, locomotives, and rolling equipment,

so also it might easily be predicted that the truck loggers

In the future will find their capital investment increasing

as their industry becomes stabilized enough to justify making

plans for years ahead.

TRUCKROAD COSTS

In the pioneer days of truck logging the roads built

were usually only short branches from existing public high

ways, commonly surfaced with poles or timbers. The relative

importance of the initial cost or operating conditions of

these roads was not great. With the advent of truck log

ging on a large scale, however, the item of road construct

ion a-id operating expense over these reads has assumed major

proportions. Road building is an important part of motor

truck logging not only as an item of expense but because the

care and skill used in location and construction control

the profitableness of the entire operation. In general, the

better the road the lower the cost of truck operation. At

the same time it is not profitable to build a better road

than needed as the economies effected in operation may not

offset the increased road cost. Actually the true cost of

hauling is a combination of roadway and vehicle cost.

Economy determines the details of the final location.
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Speed of travel over the road Is, of course, the prim

ary factor which determines cost. Therefore, speed is also

the primary factor which should determine the road standard.

So far there are no dependable data to show that it costs

more or less per hour to haul logs as fast as the road and

truck will safely allow?whether that is three miles per hour
i

on a very poor road or 30 miles per hour on a good road.

In other words, the cost of truck operation is the same per

effective hour whether traveling three miles per hour or 30

miles per hour, if the engine is working to capacity. With

this factor in mind it is obvious that every reasonable ef

fort should be made to speed up the trucks while on the road.

Grades(adverse or favorable), road widths, turnouts, curves,

and character of surface are the principal factors affecting

speed, cost of road construction, and upkeep.

The development and extensive use by the U.S. Forest Ser

vice of the truck trail builder on the construction of thou

sands of miles of mountain protection roads, 1930 to 1934,

at very low cost, gave loggers, machinery manufacturers and

others a wonderful method and equipment development labora

tory. As a result we have the present highly powerful and ef

ficient bulldozers, graders, and other road equipment which

build logging roads for less than half of the former costs

and in much less than half the time it took formerly.

EARTH ROADS

Roads built for log hauling by grading the natural soil

to the desired shape and alignment are known as earth or
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dirt roads. Their cost is low, but the period during which

they are usable is short, especially in the humid region of

western Oregon and Washington. The cost of earth road con

struction varies within wide limits, depending principally

on the amount of cleaning necessary, the volume of earth

to be moved, and the nature of the soil. The following

costs serve as an index for operations with similar con

ditions :

Operation k, in eastern °regon, built about 14 miles of

road at a cost ranging from flOO to fl-JO per mile. The

swamping was light, the ground level, and the soil free

from large stones a id lava rock outcrops. Roads were built

by running over the location two or three times with a grad

er pulled by a "cat'.'

Operation B, also in estern Oregon, built roads at an av

erage cost of |205.40 per mile. The brush was of average

density, the soil loose and the ground rather steep, and

parts of the road we~e on a 14 percent grade. A tractor and

bulldozer were used. On this operation another section of

road was built by hand labor where machines could not work.

Lava outcrops were numerous, the road was steep, and consid

erable blasting was necessary. The co t was |l800 per mile.

Operation C, in southwestern Oregon, built 2.1 miles of

road with a bulldozer at a cost of $442.32 per mile of which

|126.80 was stumping powder. Part of the read passed through

logged-off lands.

Operation D, In northwestern Oregon, is building roads

with a tractor and a bulldozer at an average cost of ;->193-25
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per mile on light work. Practically no stumping powder is

used. The trees a^e large and scattered, and the road oass-

es between them and follows the general lay of the land.

The above cost includes only the rough grade . Some addi

tional grading and ditching are needed to make the road

suitable for truck hauling.

Earth roads range from $500 to |30C0 per mile in Idaho

and Montana with the average being about §1800.

During the summer months roads are sprinkled daily to

keep them in condition. Sprinkling keens down the dust,

prevents formation of chuckholes, and hardens the road sur

face. Sprinkling will vary in cost as a rule from 4 to 5

cents per thousand, some operations being lower and some

hi--her.

GRAVEL ROADS

A good, well drained gravel road is coming to be recog

nized as the best for the fir region. Surfacing with gravel

and crushed rock lengthens the hauling season over that of

earth roads. It makes a much harder surface and eliminates

to a large extent both mud and dust. rainage is the secret

of permanent low costs on gravel roads. The beat roads of

this type will cost around ^8,000 per mile ; fairly good

private gravel roads are put down far as little as |l,000

per mile, though |2000 would probably be closest to the cost

of a fairly good type of gravel road.

Unfortunately the available supplies of natural gravel

are usually found in locations where the hauling expense is
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high. The cost of transporting rock varies from $.10

to |.15 oer yard mile. The average cost of crushed rock in

the bunkers is from |. 75 to fl.OQ per yard. It will be

readily seen from these figures that hauling distance must

be kept at a minimum. °uitable quarry sites are not un

common in most localities. One located well ahead of the

initial point of construction will result in substantial

savings in hauling costs. An expenditure of from f.15 to

|.25 per yard for powder is necessary to break up the rock

preparatory to crushing.

Gravel surfacing for roads will cost from #1000 to

!'3000 per mile, depending upon the source of the material

and the amount used. Log hauling costs over surfaced roads

are reduced 20 to 50 percent as compared to dirt roads.

Road maintenance on gravel roads ranges from §.05 to

$.10 per thousand depending upon the season.

PLANK ROADS

Roads built of clank laid end to end in two parallel

lanes on c^oss ties are known as fort?and aft plank roa:is.

The cost of building plank roads depends on the builder and

the availability of materials. The costs will usually vary

from $3000 to as high as $5000 per mile. Maintenance and

reoairs range from $2.00 to $3.00 per mile for each day

that hauling is under way.

Roads built of planks placed across stringers running

lengthwise of the right o^ way are called cross plank roads.

On curves and steep grades where vehicles slip and slide and

need mo~e room, they are advantageous. As a general type of
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road construction they cannot be recommended. They are

wasteful of material and in addition cause more inconven

ience and expense than the fore and aft plank road.

In the Idaho white nine region combination plank and dirt

road costs is put at around $1,800 per mile by the U.S. For

est Service.

POLE AND TIE ROADS

The fore and aft pole road Is the same as the forfeand

aft plank road except that poles are used instead of plank.

They are very satisfactory over soft ground where graded

roads would necessarily be expensive and tricky. The one

big objection to this type of road is the wear on tires

due to the groove between the poles. The cost varies from

|.30 to $.60 per running foot or $1500 to §3000 per mile.

Hewed pole roads cost from $2000 to $3000 in the Idaho white

oine region.

LOADING COSTS

Perhaps the part of truck logging that needs the most im

provement is loading. Too much time is wasted under existing

methods. The U.S. Forest Service, in making a survey of

truck logging costs in the Idaho white pine region in

1935, estimates that over 30 percent of the time of the

truck is consumed while it is standing idle, either await

ing loading or unloading. A suitable loading system should

keep the time spent in loading and waiting for loading to

a minimum. Time lost in delays is time wasted and may

mean the difference between profit and loss on the operation.
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The loading of trucks varies greatly in cost, depend

ing on the output, equipment, and skill of the loaders,and

the size of logs being loaded. The average ranges from

$.30 to |.50 per thousandf $.38 being about the average in

the Douglas fir region and $.49 in the pine region. There

are records of operations going as low as $.19 per thousand.

A detailed analysis,made by A.J.F. Branstrom, of load

ing costs predicated on time studies shows that log size has

a material influence on the cost of loading. A certain vol

ume of small logs is more expensive to handle than a similar

amount of large ones

HAULING COSTS

Speed of travel over the road is, of course, the primary

factor which determines cost. Speed is affected by such

factors as amount of adverse grade, width of road, curvatures,

turnouts, and surfacing of the road. -Lhis shows that, in the

long run, trucking costs are lowered when hauling over a

good road due to the much decreased hauling costs. This is

true only providing that the volume and value of the timber

warrants such expenditures for roads. It will not pay to

spend too much on roads when logging small areas.

The following table shows the results of a cost study

made by the Grande Ronde Pine Co. at Pondosa, Oregon.



Operating Labor

Repairs Labor

Repairs Parts

Gas and Oil

Tires

Dep. Truck

Dep. Trailer

Int. at 6 %

Total $2,234 .225 2.179 .3^9 1.705 .463

On this study the average hauling distance was 16

miles. The average load for the Chevrolet 3,080 bd. ft.;

for the Mack and Federal, 5,1^0 bd. ft.; and for the Fageol

Diesels, 8,700 bd. ft. The cost on the die3els is reflect

ed on the basis of an average load of 8700 feet, but in re

cent weeks, as the trucks and drivers have become broken in,

they find that it is possible to average 10,000 feet.

These huge loads are what make these units pay. The trucks

are operated exclusively on private roads hence there are no

state fuel taxes or license fees and no load limits or re

gulations, -"-he average hauling cost in the pine is $2.23

per thousand as compared to $2.55 in the Douglas fir regions.

On one operation, using Fords, in the redwood region the

average hauling cost per mile was found to be $.162. One

reason that I found for this low figure is that they did not

take into consideration tire cost which is a very important

-10-

Chevrolet Mack and

Federal

Fageol
Diesels!

Per M.

.672
Per Mi.

.065
Per M

.535

.Per Mi.

.086
Per

.3^9
Per Mi.

.095

.195 .019 .140 .022 .140 .030

.214 .026 .180 .029 .180 .049

.3^9 .034 .444 .071 .145 .039

.369 .039 .390 .063 .390 .106

.260 .025 .315 .053 .331 .090

.135 .013 .125 .028 .110 .030

.040 .004 .050 .008 .060 .016
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item. With tire cost included the co^t per mile would

probably be around $.20 or £.21,

Truck loggers comment with considerable fluency upon the

cost of truck licenses. On one operation in the white pine

region of Idaho the cost was found to be around 8 cents

per thousand.

In California, assembly bill 1218, signed by Governor

Merriam, sets a table of weight fees for truck registration,

according to a circular issued by the California Retail

Lumbermen's Association. The billprovides: When unladen,

3000 pounds or more, but less than 6000 pounds, $8.

When unladen, 6,000 pounds, or more but less than 10,000

pounds and limited hereunder to a gross weight of vehicle

and load of not exceeding 26,000 pounds, |4o. When unladen,

10,000 pounds or more and limited hereunder to a gross weight

of vehicle and load of not exceeding 26,000 pounds §5G..

When unladen, 6000 oounds or more and entitled hereunder to

a gross weight of vehicle and load in excess of 26,000

pounds, $70. Any vehicle designed, used, or maintained

not equipped wholly with pneumatic tires shall pay fees for

registration amounting to twice the fees imposed upon other

vehicles having corresponding weights as specified above.

The cost of tires is an important factor in hauling costs.

Some oparators in calculating costs make a flat allowance

of §100 per month per truck for upkeep. In other cases it

is found that $5 per day is required to meet the tire bill.

The heat generated in transit causes greater depreciation

than the actual wear and tear of the tires. On an operation
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in Idaho the tire cost was found to be about $.23 per thou

sand. Half the distance here was over a hard surfaced road

and the balance over a gravel road made with quarry run

crushed rock. In this operation the tires received care

ful attention and were always properly inflated.

On this same operation, labor for trucking amounted to

.35 per thousand. Truck maintenance, which is a variable

item on most jobs, averaged $.25 per thousand. Depreciation

on truck and trailer amounted to $.20 to $.30 per thousand

depending upon the number of years selected for the write

off. Using a moderately heavy type of truck, the gasoline

cost was 22 cents per thousand, while the lubricating cost

was 2 cents per thousand.

On any sizeable ooeration there is a certain amount of

supervision and overhead. On this operation in Idaho this

item amounted to 4 cents per thousand. Liability insurance,

an item oftem left out of estimates, on this operation total

ed 6 cents per thousand, while there was an industrial in

surance for drivers of 2 cents per thousand.

The following is a table for hauling costs over various

types of roads in the Idaho white pine region as produced by

a U.S. Forest Service survey.

$1 plus 25^1 per M. per mile

1 " 20^ " " " "

] " 15^ " " " "

1 " He/ • "

5 1 » g,v » '• » »

No. 1 road--ooorest possible road over which trucks

Tyoe of
No. 1

Road

ii
2

it

3

ii 4
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would operate. Trucks only able to haul 80 to 100 percent

of average load at 5 to 7 miles per hour average speed.

Grades as steep as 30 percent with the load.

No. 2—Dirt or pole roads with grades exceeding 12 percent

with the load.

No. 3—Gravel, plank, or pole roads, single width, maximum

grade with the load not to exceed 12 percent, short pitches

not exceeding 100 feet of 10 percent adverse grades, or

comparably longer stretches of lesser adverse grade.

No. 4—Good gravel highway, double width.

No. 5—Paved or macadam, double width highway, grades not

exceeding 6 percent.

This table Includes license cost, P.U.C. cost and gaso

line tax which amounts to about if cents per thousand per

mile. The $1 per thousand is a basic standby charge and is

supposed to cover the time the truck is standing still.

UNLOADING COSTS

Unloading is a very simple procedure; the cost for this

item usually being very low. The cost here is not so much

in the actual unloading process itself as in the time

wasted while waiting for unloading.

ADVERSE GRADES

Adverse grades (grades up which load must be hauled)

are always a problem to log haulers. Though motor trucks

operate better than railroads on adverse grades, it is

evident that the increased travel time and decreased pay

load increase hauling costs tremendously. An adverse grade
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of six percent on a class 5 road(highway) more than doubles

the hauling costs per mile. Adverse grades should be as

few and on as low gradient as possible.

A rule of thumb is in use for determining the cost of

hauling logs up adverse grades. It adds one cent per thou

sand per mile for each degree of adverse grade.

SMALL TRUCK VERSUS LARGE TRUCK

There has been a great deal of controversy over the

question whether small trucks or large trucks are more suit

able to log hauling. They both have their advantages. To

choose between small gas units and large ones, the small

trucks seem to have the edge; to choose between small gas

trucks and large diesel units the latter seem to be proving

the best, as the studies made by the Grande Ronde Pine Co.

would show. The trend seems to be toward greater use of

them. There is reason to believe that this trend will

spread to the use of lighter diesel equipmentwhere hauling

is done on public highways, if and when practical diesel

motors of light weight are made available.

CONCLUSIONS

"A remarkable adaptability has been shown by motor
trucks engaged in hauling forest products. They perform
a service where the railroad is least economical. Short
hauls, hauls over rough ground and hauls from isolated or
scattered timber are better suited to a motor truck than
a railroad. During the last 20 years motor trucks have
hauled large quantities of timber and the number of trucks
in use has Increased from year to year. In Oregon there
are now over 400 trucks engaged in log hauling alone and
in Washington abuot a similar number. During 1931 motor
trucks hauled 375 million board feet of logs in these two
states.

Motor truck transportation has made possible the
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utillzation of timber that was isolated from a railroad
and water transportation. Some of the timber was hauled
at a cost that was decisively lower than for other methods.
Numerous timberland owners depend on motor truck hauling
for the realization of cash returns from their property.
They have found in motor trucks a hauling method whose
suitability has been established by a generation of log
gers and which has earned its present wide uses through
satisfactory service.11 (1)

Motor trucks, ultimately dlesellzed, seem to have the cor

ner on the logging Industry of the future.

(1) Rapraeger, E. J.; "Motor Truck Log Hauling in

Oregon and Washington", 1933.
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Table 2> . Operating Cost Budget for Motor Trucks of Various Capacities Drawing Logging Trailers
Normal Conditions

(Budget based on an operating year of 180 eight-hour days)

1-1/2 ton truck

drawing logging
trailer

$ 745.00
146.50

603.00

347.50

$1494.50

1147.00

80.29

68.63

63.51

120.00

66.49

2.22

4.00

0.035
0.025

0.002

0.033

0.016

0.010

398,02

6.22

3-ton truck

drawing logging
trailer

12385.00
185.00

"915.00

495.00

$3485.00

2990.00

209.30

159.35

96.15

144.00

121.76

4.06

4.00

0.049
0,040

0.003

0.047

0.025

0.015

730.56

8.06

/

Under

5-ton truck

drawing logging
trailor

$4400.00
215.00

1145.00

770.00

$5760.CP

4990 .00

349.30

201.81

155.46

168.00

174.91

104 9.48

$

5.83

4.00

0.051
0.060

0.003

0.073

0.035

0.020

9.83

1. INVESTMENT
2. Chassis, f.o.b. Portland, Oregon
3. Body, cab and special equipment
4. Logging trailer with brake oquipmont
5. GROSS INVESTMENT
6. Tire value (subtract)
7. NET INVESTMENT (amount to be depreciated)
8. FEED EXPENSE PER YEAR
9. Interest on not investment at 7 per cent

10. License and taxes (Oregon rate)
11. Insurance: Fire and theft; property damage; and

public liability

12. Storage
13. Operating overhead and risk (20 per cent of above

items)

14. T0T;.L FIXED EXPENSE PER YEAR
15. FIXED EXPENSE PER DAY (basis of 180 operating days per

year)

16. Driver's wages (8-hcur day br.sis)
17. TOTAL FIXED AND DRIVING EXPENSE PER DAY
18. RUNNING EXPENSE PER MILE
19. Depreciation of net investment
20. Gasoline at $0.18 per gallon
21. Oil at §0.60 per gallon
22. Tires, life expectancy 10,500 miles
23, Maintenance and repairs
24. Sundrios, greasing, Trashing, etc,

25. TOTAL RUNNING EXPENSE PER MILE $ 0.121 0.179 $0,242
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Table .a.. Cost of Hauling Over Various Distances, Expressed in Dollars per Thous
and Board Feet, Per Day and Per Mile, for Motor Trucks of Different
Capacities Drawing Trailers Under Normal Conditions

Table 2a.., Cost in Dollars Per Thousand Board Feet (l-l/2 ton Truck Drawing Trailer)

Number of

trips per
8-Hr. day

Length of haul in miles

2 4 6 8 12 16 20 30

11 0.57

10 0.60 .

9

8

0.63

0768"
0.89

0.94 1.20

7

6-

5

4

3

0.74 1.00

T7o"cT
T7I9

1.26

1.34

T745
T762"

1.52

1.60

1.71

"OS"
2.16

2.24

2.40

2768"

2.76

2.93

3.20

3.45

3.73 5.03

2 3.76 4.29 5*59

1 7.27

Note: The bold-face (underlined) figures indicate normal costs and normal number of
trips per day.

Average load, 1855 board feet. ___^_===_========^^

Table 2b.„ cost in Dollars Per Thousand Board Feet (3-ton Truck Drawing Trailer)

Number of

trips per

Length Of haul in miles

8-hr. day 2 4 6 8 12 16 20 30

11 0.45

10 0.47

9 0.49 0.71

8 0/53 0.75 0.97

7 0.57 0.79 1.01 1.23

6 078*5 1.07 1.29

5 0.93 1715 1.37 1.81 2.25

4 "172*8" 1.50 1,94 2.38 2,82

3 TTFo 27X4 2758" 3.02 4.12

2 3.00 3.44 4.54

1 5.77

Note: The bold-face (underlined) figures indicate normal costs and normal number 0
trips per day.

Average load, 3256 board feet.
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Table 2c Cost in Dollars Per Thousand Board Feet (5-ton Truck Drawing Trailer)

umber of

trips per
u-hr« day

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0.45

0.47

0.49

0.53

075T

Length of haul in- miles

12 16 20 30

Note: The bold-face (underlined) figures indioate normal costs and normal number of
trips per day.

Average load, 4167 board feet.

Table 2d.- Cost Per Day ind Per Mile Over Various Distanc*3S (l-l/2, 3 and 5-ton

Trucks)

Cost per 8«•hour day Cost ]3er mile
iales

traveled l-l/2 ton 3-ton 5-ton I-1/2 ton 3-ton 5-ton

per day truck truck truck truck truck truck

30 9.85 13.43 17,09 0.33 0.45 0.57

40 11.06 15,22 19,51 0.28 0.38 0,49

50 12,27 17.01 21.93 0.25 0.34 0.44

60 13.48 18.80 24.35 0.22 0.31 0,41

70 14.69 20.59 26.77 0.21 0.29 0.38

80 15,90 22.38 29.19 0.20 0.28 0.36

90 17.11 24.17 31.61 0.19 0.27 0.35

100 18,32 25.96 34.03 0.18 0.26 0,34

120 20,74 29.54 38.87 0.17 0.25 0.32

140 23.16 33.12 43.71 0.17 0.24 0.31

160 25.58 36.70 48.55 0.16

1

0.23 0.30


